
SPA Massager Body Brush InFace CB-11DL Ref: 6971308401384
SPA Massager Body Brush InFace CB-11DL

inFace CB-11DL body massage brush (pink)
The inFace CB-11DL body massage brush provides a relaxing massage and gently exfoliates the skin. It comes with 2 tips, so you can use
it as you are comfortable. What's more, it offers 3-stage speed adjustment and is IPX7 water resistant.
 
Effective cleansing
Swap standard bath sponges for inFace. The brush head consists of two parts, and each part rotates in a different direction, providing a
pleasant massage and effectively cleansing the skin.  In addition,  it  has a smart chip that will  interrupt the device when it  detects too
much pressure on the skin. This makes using the CB-11DL completely safe.
 
2 heads included
In the package you will find 2 interchangeable heads that you can use freely. Thanks to the use of DuPont bristles, the brush thoroughly
cleanses the skin. What's more, it helps treat acne on the back. 
 
Customize its action according to your needs
The inFace body massage brush offers 3 speed levels, so you can adjust its action to your own needs. The lowest level gently cleanses
the skin, the medium level is perfect for everyday use, and the highest level provides thorough cleansing.
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Thoughtful design
The inFace CB-11DL is made of FDA silicone, making it safe for your skin. What's more, it has IPX7 splash resistance, so you can use it
freely without worrying about damaging the product. 
 
Durable battery
The inFace body massage brush is equipped with a 1000 mAh rechargeable battery, which translates into about 45-90 minutes of use. In
addition, the product supports magnetic charging - you can easily remove the battery and renew its energy. After about 2 h, the brush
will be ready to work again. 
 
Included
massage brush
head with DuPont bristles x2
charging cable
user manual
	Manufacturer	
	inFace
	Model	
	CB-11DL
	Color	
	pink
	Battery capacity	
	1000 mAh
	Rated voltage	
	3.7 V
	Rated power	
	3.8W
	Charging time	
	approx. 2 h
	Operating time	
	45-90 min
	Charging time
	approx. 2 h
	Water resistance	
	IPX7
	Material	
	FDA silicone
	Weight	
	approx. 255 g
	Dimensions	
	306 x 83 x 66 mm

Price:

Before: € 47.5026

Now: € 42.50
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Health & Beauty, Bodycare equipment
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